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PSC meeting February 4, 2014 in CSS 217.
Committee Members
Committee Chair & At Large Rep., - Julian Chambliss JCHAMBLISS@Rollins.edu
CPS Liaison, Communications - Ted Gournelos TGournelos@Rollins.edu
At Large Rep., Physics - Anne Murdaugh AMURDAUGH@Rollins.edu
At Large Rep., Political Science - Julia Maskivker JMASKIVKER@Rollins.edu
At Large Rep., Philosophy & Religion - Eric Smaw ESMAW@Rollins.edu
Humanities Rep., Modern Languages - Alexander Boguslawski
aboguslawski@Rollins.edu
Sciences Rep., Biology - Fiona Harper FHARPER@Rollins.edu
Social Science Rep., Antrhopology - Gay Biery-Hamilton Gbieryh@Rollins.edu
SGA Rep – Faithe Galloway FGalloway@Rollins.edu
Expressive Arts Rep., Theatre & Dance - Kevin Griffin kgriffin@rollins.edu
In Attendance:
Julian Chambliss, Anne Murdaugh, Gay Biery-Hamilton, Ted Gournelos, Fiona
Harper, Julia Maskivker, Eric Smaw, Faithe Galloway, Alexander Boguslawski, Kevin
Griffin
Meeting Called To Order: 12:30pm

The Agenda.
Agenda
1. Reviewing Grant results and increased funding (additional $24k to be
distributed)
• List distributed by Julian of the list of grant recipients. Consideration
of those not fully funded or not funded to distribute the remaining
funds.
• Discussion of Asst. Prof. candidates for funding, CAVENAUGH – Ted
noted that we cannot fully fund due to policy of not including software,
etc. Can increase to 75%.
• Bernal, Newcomb, Mathews, Mays, Seitzer, Norsworthy: all agreed to
not increase or award grants given the considerations already applied.
• Eric suggested possible funding everyone already voted positively on
to max possible given the grant funding requirements/limitations.
• Ann Murdaugh had (apparently) collected data at the grant meeting (I
was unable to attend) and updated this information to add the
additional funding.
• Discussion regarding Dennis, and the committee voted to fund the
request at the full amount.

2. Language associated with the funding of grants (how many years off vs.
how often funding can be requested and awarded).
• Fiona noted that the understanding she was “working” under was three
years on and one year off.
• Alex has a concern with the reason behind why we do not see more
new applicants, and if we are funding “regular applicants” too
regularly.
• The unclear aspect seems to be over the “reset” of the time allowed for
consideration of grant awards.
• Eric Suggested that a cumulative max. $20,000 is set and the “reset” is
on a rolling basis. Example: someone reaching the cumulative max. of
$20,000 would need to take a year off from application and their total
would then drop to $15,000. They could then re-apply for $5,000 and
as the first year request would “fall off”. One could take more that oneyear and increase their possible number of requests. This would
include all the following grants: Ashforth, Critchfield, Cornell, IDG, CDG.
• Fiona also suggests that the language of section F under eligibility:
change last sentence to include the explicit wording of priority for the
considerations of funding list so it is clear that the considerations have
a numbered priority.
• Gay also feels we need to have information included for consideration
if a person applying is an endowed chair already receiving additional
funding through this endowed chair this funding would be considered
and move the applicant lower in the priority list.
• Eric suggested adding to the above McKean award recipients.
• Julian did find that the total amounts for grants do roll over from year
to year, and any funds not awarded does roll forward into the next
year. We would leave $13,465.33 this year to roll forward into next
year.
Other Business:
• CIE remains an ongoing concern and we will receive updated
information in the coming weeks.
• We should be receiving Student/Faculty Collaborative Research grants
from Chris Fuse soon, which Chris should be presenting to the PSC in a
ranked order.
• Older grant information needs to be removed from PSC Blackboard.
•
NEXT MEETING: Feb. 18, 2014
Meeting Adjourned: 1:47 PM

